
CASE
STUDY 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Handgards joined a community of

manufacturers who partnered with

ArrowStream to develop a

manufacturer sales enablement

solution, ChainConnect. The solution

provides daily updates and market

visibility to protect revenue, enhance

manufacturer partnerships, and

improve forecasting. Handgard's

national account team committed to a

long-term subscription and now uses

ChainConnect daily. They understand

the high opportunity cost of not

implementing the solution. 

ABOUT 

Handgards is a leading

manufacturer and supplier of high-

quality foodservice disposables

such as gloves, bags, protective

clothing, and flexible packaging.

Handgards has been the North

American leader in foodservice

plastic disposables for over 60

years. The company thrives by

offering products that promote

food safety initiatives and cross-

contamination prevention.

North American
Manufacturer

Saves $300k 
Revenue/yr from One

Operator Alone 

Customer Type: 
Manufacturer

Product: 
ChainConnect

arrowstream.com



Handgards has been an active member of the ArrowStream network, assisting

foodservice operators and distributors to gain full visibility across their supply

chain. Due to the strong partnership, ArrowStream's product team sought to

better understand Handgard's daily struggles to support them in the same

way it had supported others throughout the supply chain. 

Speaking with Jerad Miller, Handgard's Director of National Accounts, as well

as many other manufacturers, it became clear that manufacturers require

assistance in identifying new opportunities. They also frequently struggle to

help customers stay compliant in purchasing. These issues are due in part to

the limited information available from market research sources, as well as

poor internal reporting of operator and distributor data. Individual reporting

and data collection from operator systems are inefficient and time-

consuming. Without a proper solution in place, manufacturers such as

Handgards must rely on the operator to do the leg work and provide the

necessary information.

THE CHALLENGE

Handgards needed a single platform to display product data from distribution

through to operators and multi-unit restaurant locations. After months of

development, ArrowStream created ChainConnect, a manufacturer-focused

solution for revenue and partnership growth. ChainConnect delivers market

data and insights updated daily, from operators and distributors. Handgards

national account team can identify unknown purchasers to increase revenue

while expanding distributor partner relationships. Their team can also

monitor purchasing patterns and at-risk revenue with contracted customers.

Daily data allows Handgards to improve planning, quickly adjust to market

changes, and even verify the effectiveness of new promotions.

THE SOLUTION
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Following the success of the pilot program, Jerad and his national account

channel now use ChainConnect daily. “We don’t have to ask operators for
data on our own products, but instead can provide it,” said Jerad.

Handgards uses the data to drive operator purchasing compliance and ensure

revenue isn’t slipping into competitor hands. In one instance, Jerad’s team

found and recovered $300k in unit non-compliance on a contracted program

from one operator for one category. 

With visibility and true demand, Handgards has been able to engage in

proactive forecasting conversations. This allows their team to avoid having a

year's worth of stock sitting around, only to be forced to have a difficult

conversation with the customer about having to get rid of it later. That

challenge is now a cost that can potentially be eliminated from the bottom

line. While this is not an issue for Jerad's team at Handgards, he’s certain that

his former colleagues in perishable goods could also use ChainConnect to

improve planning, and ramp down production on fresh foods that would

otherwise go to waste. 

“ArrowStream’s ChainConnect is an unmatched tool in terms of visibility across

all distribution for us. It provides our team with a competitive edge in the

marketplace,” said Jerad Miller, Director of National Accounts at Handgards.

THE RESULTS

ArrowStream’s ChainConnect is an
unmatched tool in terms of visibility
across all distribution for us. It
provides our team with a competitive
edge in the marketplace.
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